The Provide Accurate Information Directly Act (PAID Act) went live on December 11, 2021. This new law provides insurers with a unique opportunity to proactively address and resolve Medicare Advantage and Part D recovery claims to reduce liability. Under the PAID Act, CMS will be providing insurers with key information and data points regarding a claimant's Medicare Advantage (Medicare Part C) and Medicare Part D (prescription drug plan) enrollment.

Armed with this information, insurers can then contact the identified plans to obtain and resolve any Medicare Advantage Plans (MAP) and Part D recovery claims. Given the increase in MAP recovery claims—including lawsuits for “double damages” —the information CMS will now provide insurers can put them in the driver’s seat to proactively address MAP and Part D claims to minimize risk and avoid “double damages.”

MAP recovery claims, including possible “double damages,” are increasing MAP recovery claims are on the rise, including lawsuits against insurers for “double damages.” Over the past several years, the United States Circuit Courts of Appeals for the 2nd, 3rd, and 11th Circuits, as well as several United States District Courts have ruled, in part, that Medicare Advantage Plans can sue insurers for “double damages” under the MSP in relation to their recovery claims – with the courts in two of these cases levying double damages against the insurers. While Part D plans (also referred to as “Part D sponsors”) have not been as active as MAPs have been in asserting recovery claims, certain federal statutes and regulations note, in part, that Part D plans have the same recovery rights as MAPs.

The PAID Act helps insurers better identify claimants enrolled in MAP and Part D plans Given the increase in MAP recovery claims and wave of recent lawsuits, the PAID Act was created to help insurer identify claimants who are enrolled in a MAP or Part D plan. Until the passage of the PAID Act, insurers have had to rely on obtaining this information from the claimant or his/her attorney – which has presented challenges on several fronts. However, through the PAID Act, insurers now get this information directly from CMS as part of the Section 111 Query Process.
What information is CMS providing per the PAID Act?
Per the PAID Act, CMS is providing insurers with the following information through the Section 111 Query Response File:

- Contract number, contract name, plan number, coordination of benefits (COB) address, and entitlements dates for the last three years (up to 12 instances) of Part C and Part D coverage; and
- The most recent Part A and Part B entitlement dates.

This information now gives insurers access to the data points they have long been missing to help get ahead of the curve, reduce costs, and minimize liability regarding Medicare Advantage and Part D recovery claims.

Verisk helps you take this all to the next level by automating the process with CP Link®.
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Put the PAID Act to work for you with a programmatic compliance approach
With all this data now made easily available, the last key to success for insurers is making that data actionable. With our new CP Link PAID Act add-on component, insurers now have a programmatic approach to MAP and Part D compliance. Built on our reliable approach to traditional Medicare recovery claims, the CP Link add-on leverages both Section 111 reporting data and the new PAID Act data to ensure that any recovery claims alleged by MAPs or Part D plans are addressed.

By linking the Section 111 and PAID Act data to our team of recovery claim experts, this new CP Link feature provides insurers with a proactive and holistic strategy to address MAP and Part D recovery claims. With CP Link, insurers can be assured of complete compliance while driving down costs. This optional add-on component to our CP Link program can help you take control of Medicare Advantage and Part D recovery claims.

Get your complimentary consultation
To learn more about CP Link PAID Act add-on component, please click here or contact:
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